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ROOF RENOVATION AT URSENBACH

SUNNY FORECAST FOR DAETWYLER INDUSTRIES.
The outlook at Daetwyler Industries is sunny; not only because of the improved order intake, but also thanks to the
new photovoltaic system on the company roof, which, after more than 30 years, had to be replaced due to leaks.
EDITORIAL

PROSPERITY AND TAFF
TIMES.
This company was founded in 1943. To many,
this is just a year, long ago, but most of us
know of the significance of this time in history.
I often wonder how our founder Max Daetwyler could summon the courage in those days
when Switzerland was surrounded by war on
all sides, to strike out on his own and start a
business.
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Now almost 80 years later we stand before
another European conflict on the heels of a
global pandemic. But unlike in 1943, the Daetwyler Group is now an international company. The impact of all world affairs affects us
in both our customer base and as well as our
supply chain. As with all events and challenges
that affect our personal and professional lives,
we must face this one head on and as always,
find a better way every day. We shall do what
we can do to prosper in this time. We shall
keep innovating, improving, while finding
new opportunities around the world; with and
for our customers.

Ursenbach before roof renovation

Our company philosophy is to invest sustainably
when considering upcoming renovations. That‘s why
we decided to replace the existing shed roof with a
flat roof to create the opportunity to generate solar
power.
Thanks to the new roof, indoor temperature stability has improved significantly. This has had a positive
effect on production since the lower temperature
fluctuations have made it possible to further increase
the quality of our machined parts. In addition, the
new system contributes to a noticeable reduction in
energy costs. The investment in the new roof with
the photovoltaic system is a strong commitment from
the Daetwyler family to Switzerland as a production
location.
Dietmar Bäurer
CEO Daetwyler Industries

Ralph Daetwyler
Group CEO

Start of construction in October 2021
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Project details
Budget: CHF 1,6 million
Photovoltaics: CHF 250‘000
Partner
Zaugg AG, Rohrbach: Tragwerk + Stahlkonstruktion
Habisrütinger GmbH, Huttwil: Flachdach + Fassade
Clevergie AG, Wyssachen: Photovoltaikanlage
Kneubühler Gerüstbau AG, Niederbipp: Gerüst

Project Leader
Rolf Reber

Supports for photovoltaics
Roof structure/steel support frame and roof water barrier are installed

Flat roof construction with the finished vapor barrier.

The new roof after seven months of construction
Insulation of flat roof structure

4

Flat roof structure above the finished vapor barrier
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WATERJET CUTTING

WHEN THINGS HEAT UP.
Waterjet cutting is still an „exotic“ process. Many professionals have heard of it but are quick to cite prejudices over
advantages. And when it comes to microwaterjet cutting, also known as fine water cutting, they know even less.

Due to the success of the F4, Daetwyler is planning a machine with significantly larger travel distances.

dent, highly elastic, low-damping, and adaptable.
The material must not be thermally stressed during
the cutting process, and, additionally, the cutting accuracy must be high. All of the above are guaranteed
with our microwaterjet®. .

This honeycomb structure is only about three by three centimeters in size.

0.1 mm narrow webs in 0.8 mm thick non-ferrous metal are unlikely to be reproducible with other processes.

Microwaterjet cutting is economical, precise, and it
saves resources. The cold waterjet does not change
the material’s properties, and, in most cases, there
is no need for rework. Due to its high accuracy and
universal applicability, microwaterjet cutting opens
the doors to an extremely wide field of applications
because precision and flexibility are now, more than
ever, in demand in almost all industries. The customers responsi-ble for the boom in microwaterjet cutting come from many industries, including medical,
watch and precision mechanics, optics, electronics,
research, prototype construction, design, and many
more.

The machining of complex and delicate contours with
an accuracy of ± 0.01 mm are part of everyday life
for the microwaterjet®. Material thicknesses from
0.05 mm can be cut. Positioning and repeatability
of ± 0.003 mm can be achieved with small volumes.
However, Daetwyler can also guarantee a tolerance
better than ± 0.005 for larger series. Post-processing
due to burr formation at the cutting edge is usually
not necessary.
Almost all materials can be cut with a microwaterjet, i.e., all metals, but also GRP and CFRP, ceramics
and glass, plastics, and rubber. The waterjet ensures
lasting precision because, unlike mechanical tools, it
never wears out.

From prototype to series production
DThe „tool“ of waterjet cutting is software. Changes
are easily possible without having to scrap expensive
me-chanical tools. From the first prototype to the last
series part, nothing changes on the machine and tool
side.
Even dimensional changes, at least upwards, pose no
problem. Limits downwards are set by the minimum
web width. Preliminary tests may be advisable in that
instance. Daetwyler offers cutting tests, validating
not only the feasibility but also for profitability. Such
cutting tests, including cost analysis, are usually done
within a few days.
Because the demand for this technology is growing
rapidly, we are in the process of developing a new
model that covers an even larger cutting area, guarantees the customer more independence, and enables double capacity in one clamping set-up.
Beatriz Perroud
Sales Managerin MEWAG & MICROWATERJET

MDC Daetwyler AG is one of the most important
suppliers of microwaterjet cutting systems with our
micro-waterjet®.
When is microwaterjet the right solution?
A typical user can be found in the watch industry.
Particularly manufacturers of high-quality watches
often need small parts in small quantities, making
the production of die-cutting tools not feasible. In
addition, watch springs especially are made of highstrength steel, which provides high resistance to mechanical tools.
Ideal for many applications
Fine water cutting is the most suitable process in this
case because the watch springs must remain fatiguefree, shatterproof, kink and bend-resistant, corrosion-resistant, non-magnetic, temperature-indepen-
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The microwaterjet® F4 from Daetwyler offers travel distances (xyz) of
1000 mm x 600 mm x 140 mm.

Spring steel for watches is also cut in consistent quality.
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AVIATION MUSEUM OBERAARGAU ‘FMO’ (FLIEGERMUSEUM OBERAARGAU)

A HANDS-ON MUSEUM WITH AUTHENTIC STORIES
AND ANECDOTES.
What began as a small display at the „Regional Views Bleienbach section“ in November 2012 until the end of
February 2013 at the museum in Langenthal has since taken on respectable dimensions on the premises of Daetwyler
AG in Bleienbach.
Today, we occupy around 1000 m2 across two floors,
not to mention the large hangar with the turn-table,
which allows us to expand generously into the third
dimension. Thanks to the great cooperation with the
Swiss Museum of Transportation in Lucerne, we can
also exhibit special and unique pieces on loan from
them.

– to the present day, accompanies visitors with over
100 paintings throughout the entire museum.
Probably the best-known and most innovative project in Switzerland was the N-20 from the then Swiss
Federal Aircraft Plant F + W in Emmen. It was ahead
of its time but was politically „shut down“. Roland
Eichenberger documented the project with various
paintings.

The history of aircraft construction
From the first wooden frames for airship construction
to modern aircraft production, we can show extensive
individual parts and assemblies.
Many examples can be seen, especially from the
Swisstrainer, which was fully developed, engineered,
built, tested, and certified according to international
regulations (FAR 23) at Daetwyler.

For the Zenit high altitude research rockets, which
were assembled at Contraves starting in 1964, Daetwyler manufactured the stabilization fins here in
Bleienbach. It was an elaborate construction made of
titanium. The first launch took place on October 27,
1967. The starting acceleration was 6G and the maximum speed was 1600 m/s.

The aircraft engine developed by Daetwyler is also on
display, alongside detailed information.

Aviation and aircraft construction characterize our
company, and thus the museum is not „only“ an aviation museum, but also a company museum.
Did you know that the first aircraft developed and
built by Max Daetwyler, the MDC Trailer (not to be
confused with the Swiss Trainer), has the most takeoffs and landings in Switzerland? Do you know why
the three original production halls with the large
doors have the dimensions that they do? Or why banner flights are prohibited in Switzerland? You will
find the answers and so much more in our ‘FMO’.
Aviation history was written in Oberaargau. As early
as 1909, Ernst Rech from Langenthal developed and
built his own powered aircraft, which at that time
was admired by Oscar Bider, a farmer‘s apprentice at
the Waldhof in Langenthal. This original aircraft can
be admired in our museum, alongside detailed documentation about the inspiration for todays modern
stealth bomber, the Soldenhoff SL-1, which was designed and built in Langenthal in 1935., – just imagine!
The comprehensive and unique collection of pictures
The comprehensive and unique collection of pictures
by Roland Eichenberger, which impressively documents Swiss aircraft construction from this early period – with various projects from aircraft companies
such as Comte, Farner, Emmen, Altenrhein, Pilatus
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High-Elevation rocket Zenit

Airplane construction

N-20 Story

In addition to general Swiss aircraft construction, we
showcase the following topics:

In 1939, the aircraft manufacturer Rudolf Sägesser,
who had been active in our region, built the lightest
glider with a total weight of only 43 kg. Sägi, as he
was called in aviation circles, christened the petite aircraft together with the designer Werner Pfenninger
„Elfe“ (engl. Elf).

- Ernst Rech, the aviation pioneer from Langenthal
- Swiss Air Force from its founding to the present
- SWISSAIR from founding to grounding
- PILATUS Aircraft Works in Stans, various projects
with emphasis on Yeti-Porter
- Air rescue, first mountain landing on the Gauligletscher, Hermann Geiger
- Three generations of Daetwyler, from its founding
in Dietikon to the present day with locations worldwide.
The pictures and the text below give an insight into
the different topics.

In the 1960s, Daetwyler produced over 3,000 different parts for the Swiss-made Mirage fighter jets. In
addition to aluminum alloys, complex parts were also
made of titanium.

Diverse parts for the Mirage

Sägi with a 9,6 kg light wing
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Flight pioneer Ernst Rech
Ernst Rech built his own aircraft in Langenthal as early
as 1909, which was nicknamed the „Maikäfer“ (May
Beetle) due to of the two large cylinders of the 30
hp Anzani engine. Starting in 1913, he flew, together
with Oscar Bider, on various exhibition flights, including some in Langenthal.
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These exhibition flights were so popular with the
public, that an admission price of CHF1.50 per person was collected, raising more than CHF1.7 million
throughout Switzerland. These funds made it possible to procure the first aircraft for the Swiss Airforce,
which was founded in 1914..

DMG

anecdotes. Currently, the authentically reproduced
Fighter Aircraft Nieuport 23 C-1, in which Oskar Bider
crashed in Dübendorf in 1919, can also be seen in the
hangar.
SWISSAIR
In addition to some well-known pilots, who grew up
flying at the airfield in Bleienbach, Fritz Gugelmann,
a long-standing Chairman of the Board of Directors
of SWISSAIR, also came from Langenthal. He had a
lasting influence on the history of SWISSAIR.
Not only the cloth napkins of the Gugelmann weaving mill were very well known beyond the country’s
borders but also the Langenthal porcelain was an integral part of the inflight service. Additionally, the
powerful piston engine Curtiss-Wright with 18 cylinders sporting 3500 hp on the DC-7, is exhibited.

Flight day in Langenthal

PILATUS Aircraft Works Stans
In addition to ‘Swiss Quality’, which both companies
successfully practice worldwide, Daetwyler maintains a long-standing, good relationship with PILATUS. In the 60s we supplied many individual parts
for the Mirage fighter aircraft, which was assembled
in Stans. For the approximately 100 Pilatus-Porters,
which were built under license in the USA, we produced parts for the seats and the rear wheel assembly. The fact that today, a classic Pilatus-Porter with
a piston engine - as it became world famous in 1960
as Yeti-Porter with an altitude world record that still
stands today with a landing at 5700 m above sea level –underlines this connection.
On January 21, 2022, the time had finally come:
With over 6,000 working hours, the Pilatus-Porter
was completely renovated as the famed Yeti-Porter.
Many details have been expertly perfected by the
motivated team so that it is not only the only porter with a piston engine, but also the most beautiful!
The crowning glory of this brilliant achievement took
place with the maiden flight in equally perfect flying
weather on January 21, 2022. Congratulations to all
those who have contributed to this unique work.

Swiss Air force
Various aircraft and objects, for example from the
first aircraft engines to jet engines, display the history of our air force. Two ejection seats, which saved
both pilots‘ lives, are visual proof of such exciting

Side control D-GIRL

History
In addition to many details in the museum, almost
80-years of development of the company are shown
here and what it produces today at the various locations worldwide.

Swissair
Maikäfer from Ernst Rech

Rescue
In April 1962, a twin-engine German aircraft with
the registration D-GIRL, which was on its way from
Spain to Stuttgart, crashed in bad weather conditions in Ebersecken/LU. The pilot, who was on board
by himself, survived thanks to some fortunate circumstances. Daetwyler was tasked with clearing the
scene of the accident, including the original aircraft
parts. The detailed accident report with other documents is available in the ‘FMO’. The press at the time
criticized the uncoordinated and lengthy rescue operation. As a result, the Federal Council initiated an
investigation at the Federal Office of Civil Aviation,
and this resulted in today‘s rescue service.

Alfred Comte‘s bright red AC4 aircraft hangs in the
large hangar. It was the first aircraft procured by the
newly founded SWISSAIR in 1931, and it was also the
only aircraft that the legendary airline still owned after its grounding on October 2, 2001.

First flight Yeti-Porter

Company history

A lot more information and impressions await you
during a visit. Visiting opportunities, activities, and
impressions of various events can be found at www.
fliegermuseum-oberaargau.ch.
Crew first flight Yeti Porter
Air force
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Beat Trösch
Aviation Museum Oberaargau

AC4 from Alfred Comte
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A HISTORIC INVENTION CELEBRATES ITS ANNIVERSARY

DAETWYLER SWISSTEC CELEBRATES 50 YEARS OF THE LAMELLA
DOCTOR BLADE.
With the ingenious invention of the lamella doctor blade 50 years ago, the companies Ringier and Daetwyler revolutionized more than just gravure printing. Without the development of this high-end product, neither high-quality
gravure printing nor flexographic printing would be where they are today. Even the high-precision application of
different coating media, such as adhesives or varnishes, would often not be possible without the use of coated lamella doctor blades. They are one of the most important elements not only of gravure printing machines but also of
flexographic printing and coating systems.
As early as 1922, the then Ringier printing house in
Zofingen began printing „Ringier’s Unterhaltungs
Blaetter” (engl. Ringier‘s Entertainment News). Simply called „Das Gelbe Heft“ (engl. The Yellow Leaflet), because of its cover color, the publication quickly
became Ringier‘s flagship product due to its current
topics, illustrated short stories, and novellas. For a
long time, it was one of the most financially successful print products of the publishing house.
The font lettering „Ringier’s Unterhaltungs Blaetter
„ was to be printed on the yellow title page in brown
ink. However, this ink was so difficult to print that unwanted streaking and tonal value increases occurred.
In addition, due to the permanent wear of the doctor
blades used at that time, the contact area between
the blade and the cylinder surface quickly increased
and the quality of the wipe was severely impaired.
All in all, the printing of the „Yellow Leaflet“ was a
real challenge and could not easily be realized qualitatively and satisfactorily. Ringier, back then the
largest gravure printing company in Switzerland, urgently needed a solution.
In the early 1960s, Daetwyler and Ringier already had
a good cooperation: Daetwyler built etching machines for Ringier for the production of gravure cylinders. At the beginning of the 1970s, in collaboration
with Hans Burgener, Max Daetwyler recognized the
fundamental problem of conventional blades and
participated in translating the idea into a practicable
solution, i.e., the lamella doctor blade.
Hans Burgener, at the time, had developed a type
of lamella using etching technology, and initially,
it showed some improvements in gravure printing
as the contact zone surface remained almost unchanged during the entire print run.
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Parallel to the development of this very special grinding technology, the so-called „doctor blade steel“
was also subjected to various tests, and its composition is one that has been constantly upgraded.

In gravure, this development was tantamount to a
revolution. Increases in print quality and efficiency
have been achieved that have not been possible before.

Ground edge of MDC lamella doctor blade

Daetwyler can look back on this invention with pride, but above all, we can continue to look forward
positively. Daetwyler‘s doctor blades and coated products are indispensable in the packaging and in the
tobacco industries. In addition, our doctor blades are
also used in décor, which has seen enormous growth
in recent years.

With the further development of „MDC Longlife“ –
Daetwyler‘s most successful type of doctor blade to
date – the basis for a unique success story was created in 1991; one that continues to this day.

Olaf Segbert
Head of Marketing and Sales

Hans Burgener, 2010

Nonetheless, Ringier was not yet fully satisfied with
this new development. Although they were aware of
the great potential that would lie in the further development and perfection, the publishing house had to
admit that neither time nor employees were available to a sufficient extent.
After some tinkering, it became increasingly clear
that etching technology would not be a viable way in
connection with the lamella doctor blade. In the meantime, the doctor blades ground with high precision
on the self-developed (Daetwyler) grinding machines
had led to more constant and improved printing results.

MDC LONGLIFE
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Historical presentation of MDC lamella doctor blade
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BUILDING ADDITION IN INDIA FOR ADDED PRODUCTION AND LOGISTICS CAPACITY

DAETWYLER SWISSTEC INDIA.
Our subsidiary Daetwyler SwissTec India was founded in 2006. Shortly thereafter, in 2007, a suitable plot of land was
bought in Pune. Pune is located in the state of Maharashta just southeast of Mumbai. The office and the production
area were completed in 2008, and already at the beginning of October 2008, the first doctor blades were produced
in India. The company building was officially inaugurated in November 2009 by Rosmarie and Peter Daetwyler.

With the addition of the building, both, the production and the warehouse for semi-finished and finished goods, could be organized optimally. As a result, the entire production process as well as the flow
of goods in and out function more efficiently. India
is therefore very well positioned for the added and
expected increase in sales and production.

Since a large part of the packaging is printed using

classic gravure or flexographic printing, the demand
for high-quality doctor blades in India has grown
strongly in recent years and will continue to do so.
The growth of Daetwyler SwissTec‘s doctor blade
production in India is not only based on the increasing demand of the market itself but also on the
decision to market the doctor blade directly in India
using its own sales team. With its own production
and sales team, including a lean office, the sales and
production of high-quality MDC doctor blades have
steadily increased in recent years. In addition to the
locally produced uncoated lamella doctor blades,
more and more coated doctor blades - which are produced exclusively in Switzerland - are also being sold

Front view of the Daetwyler SwissTec India building

The addition is slowly taking shape.

The interior walls are framed.

The new storage location for MDC doctor blades

The new exterior walls are built.

The floors are poured in the new production area.

The traditional Puja ceremony

The team of Daetwyler India with family members

The decision for a local production facility in India
was made in consideration of the developmental potential of the Indian packaging market and was one
that has proven to be absolutely correct. In India,
many daily necessities were, and still are, sold unpackaged. However, even in India the trend is increasing towards packaged foods since they significantly
boost shelf life and hygiene, resulting in considerably
better food usability overall. In this context, it should
be mentioned that, for many years, there has been a
very strong effort in India to make packaging environmentally friendly and recyclable.
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in India. After the production capacities were doubled in 2016, it quickly became clear that the existing production and warehouse facilities would soon
be insufficient. The current production area offered
no possibilities for expansion and the packaging and
warehousing areas also became too small at some
point. Sudhir Dhotey, Managing Director of Daetwyler SwissTec India, proceeded to work out plans for a
building addition with an architectural firm.
After the approval of these plans by the management and the Daetwyler family, construction began
in March 2021. The building addition was completed
in December 2021.

Parallel to the construction of the addition, other
adjacent lots were acquired after some negotiations
with the previous owners. This secures the current
location of Daetwyler SwissTec India in Pune for the
long term.
Markus Resing

Before the new part of the building could be put into
operation, a traditional Puja ceremony was held to
pray for the success of the new building.
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Deputy Head of Marketing & Sales
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ROTOFLEX

ROTOFLEX

THINK COLORFUL!

ROTOFLEX GOES EUROPE.
Since the founding of Rotoflex AG in 1975, the production of printing inks for food packaging has been the core
business of the company. We are very successful in German-speaking countries, and since 2007, we have been able
to steadily expand our business in Eastern Europe.
Since becoming part of the Daetwyler Group, we
have continued to strongly push for expansion within
Europe, especially in Turkey and Central Europe, in
order to realize our growth strategy. Even though we
remain suc-cessful in our core markets in the DACH
region (Germany, Austria, and Switzerland), we
have set ourselves the goal of being represented in
as many European countries as possible to position
ourselves more broadly and thus develop additional
markets.
Looking solely at flexible packaging, the industry in
Europe boasts a combined revenue of 12 billion Euro
annu-ally with the central and eastern European
markets open for even more growth.

have a high degree of competence and experience.
To secure this ex-pertise - also in regard to our inks
- our cooperation is very intense and goes beyond
the regular work pro-cesses. The below bullet points
outline how we develop new markets:
• Market research (potentials, competitors, price le-

vel)
• Determination of max. 5 priority customers
• Training and education about our products and

strategy at ROTOFLEX in Grenchen
• Marketing strategy
• LinkedIn campaign to gain followers
• Advertising campaign in a relevant and reputable trade publication
• Trade show participation or roadshow events

The potential for these markets is clear and especially
the markets in central and eastern Europe are very
exciting to us.

ROTOFLEX salex markets in Europa

We have used the pandemic to expand our network
of distributors in Europe. Together with them, we
were able to position ourselves optimally, develop a
market strategy, as well as design the right marketing approach for each country. With our strong local
sales partners, we have the best chances of being successful because they know the countries, the mentality, and the specific requirements of their home markets. In addition, we have partners at our side who
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ROTOFLEX brochures

Since 2019, and specifically for this reason, we have
been working closely and successfully with the Ferry
Group, which has its headquarters in Budapest. They
are specialists in the distribution of consumer goods
and machines requiring technical education and advocacy, and they have branches in Slovakia, Romania,
Serbia, and Croatia.

From their offices and headquarters, they operate in
a large part of Central Europe and the Balkans.
Since their founding in 1996, they have been active
in the food, pharmaceutical, and printing industries.
We benefit from their experience and competence
in the printing sector as well as their contacts with
potential cus-tomers. During the Corona pandemic,
we were able to further expand our cooperation
through many online meetings, product training,
and, starting in summer 2021, with joint in-person
customer visits. Thanks to our excellent cooperation
in the countries they serve, we were able to win and
retain our first new customers.
This year, too, we will continue this path and constantly expand and improve the relationship between
us, our partner the Ferry Group, and our customers.
To achieve this, the Ferry Group organizes an annual event with its customers and partners/suppliers.
During a joint excursion day (boat tour), there is
opportunity for ex-changing knowledge and viewpoints, attending lectures, expanding networks, and
strengthening contacts in an informal and relaxed
way.

The fact that the European structure has changed
considerably in the last 30 years represents a great
opportunity for us. The trade conditions within Europe and the European Union have improved enormously, and customs clearance has become so much
easier during this time. Thanks to modern technology and the widespread use of the English language,
communication has also been greatly simplified and
become more efficient. The use of digi-tal communication channels is essential for us.
Since 2021, we have been working with Neografa in
Italy - a well-known partner of the Daetwyler Group
- which has an excellent network of potential ROTOFLEX customers.
We are still at the beginning of our journey, but we
are confident that we are optimally prepared for
the future, even in difficult times. Together with our
strong sales partners, we will be successful in Europe
– ROTOFLEX goes Europe!

In addition to the Ferry Group in Central Europe and
the Balkans, we have been working with Emmanuel
Paire in France and David Ives in the UK since 2020
and 2021, respectively. This enabled us to take another step towards European market expansion. We
only started our cooperation with ERKA in Poland at
the end of 2021, but projects with customers have
already been identified and the first machine tests
with our products are planned for this spring. We
have already achieved a lot in a very short amount of
time and look forward to further coop-eration.
ROTOFLEX trade booth

ERKA and ROTOFLEX have a common history that
began in the 1990s. At that time, there was already
a cooperation between the two companies through
Daetwyler; one we continue to strengthen and build
on today.
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Christina Tischer
Sales International
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HUMAN
RESOURCES
WELCOME TO THE DAETWYLER GROUP

NEW HIRES.

HUMAN
RESOURCES
•	Shannon Allen
Ink./Varnish Lab. Tech.
Rotoflex AG

NOVEMBER 2021

MAY 2022

•	Schatzmann Fabian
ICT-Supporter/System Administrator
Daetwyler Management AG

•	Noëlle Bandi
HR
Rotoflex AG

• Thomas Rother
01.04.2022
CEO / Daetwyler SwissTec AG
• Doris Niklaus
01.06.2022
HR / Daetwyler Management AG

JANUARY 2022

• Arnold Giger
01.04.2022
Infrastructure / Daetwyler Management AG

40 YEARS

•	Britschgi Nadeshda
HR-Assistant
Daetwyler SwissTec AG

BIRTHS.

MARCH 2022

FEBRUARY 21, 2022

•	Makfirete Laci
Sanitation
Rotoflex AG

Parents:
• Michael und Susanne Signer
Daetwyler SwissTec AG
Daughter: Romina Signer

•	Jeannine Mete-Würth
Customer Service
Rotoflex AG

30 YEARS

CONGRATULATION ON YOUR NEW BABY

15 YEARS

• Gabriela Künzli
01.05.2022
IT / Daetwyler Management AG
• Stanislav Kojc
15.06.2022
Service / MDC Max Daetwyler AG
• Anna-Katharina & Peter Baer
01.07.2022
Facility Management / Rotoflex AG

APRIL 15, 2022

• Erwin Kaderli
01.11.2021
PCD Grinding / Daetwyler SwissTec AG
• Hanspeter Schär
01.11.2021
R&D / Daetwyler SwissTec AG
• Konrad Stalder
01.11.2021
Finishing/Dispatch / Daetwyler SwissTec AG

45 YEARS

•	Patrick Müller
Manager Purchasing / Projects
Rotoflex AG

Parents:
• Sascha und Larissa Tettamenti
MDC Max Daetwyler AG Ursenbach
Son: Fabio Aurelio

20 YEARS

• Simona Wasserberg
01.12.2021
Finishing/Dispatch / Daetwyler SwissTec AG

•	Marc Neuenschwander
Warehouse / Logistics
Rotoflex AG

• Arlind Zllanoga
22.12.2021
Grinding / Daetwyler SwissTec AG

BEST WISHES ON YOUR NEW PATH TOGETHER

•	Hannes Bütikofer
Deputy CEO Industries
MDC Max Daetwyler AG Ursenbach

WEDDING.
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• Markus und Silvia Resing
Daetwyler SwissTec AG

• Ulas Dogan
Apprentice Clerk
Daetwyler SwissTec AG

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE

APRIL 2022

ANNIVERSARIES.

•	Jana Meyer
CFO
Rotoflex AG

• Erich Bögli
01.04.2022
Infrastructure / Daetwyler Management AG

ENJOY THE GOLDEN YEARS

• Kurt Grossenbacher
03.01.2022
IT / Daetwyler Management AG

MARCH 18, 2022

•	Samuel Rutschmann
CNC-Operator
MDC Max Daetwyler AG Ursenbach

• Fritz Weyermann
01.12.2021
PCD Grinding / Daetwyler SwissTec AG

RETIREMENTS.
NOVEMBER + DECEMBER 2021 / JANUARY 2022

25 YEARS

• Sibylle Stiltz
16.12.2021
QM / Daetwyler SwissTec AG
• Thomas Degen
06.06.2022
Production / Daetwyler SwissTec AG

10 YEARS

• Tunjo Damjanovic
01.11.2021
Grinding / Daetwyler SwissTec AG

LIFE 1

I 2022

• Sylvia Arimont
Finance
Daetwyler Management AG
• Natale Colesessano
Grinding
Daetwyler Management AG
• Rolf Müller
Production Engineering
MDC Max Daetwyler AG Ursenbach
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